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Starting Forces:
  Japanese:  On the 1st turn, the Slow Transports with Escorting Cruisers unit moves onto the gameboard at "Transports" on the West edge, Kido Butai (Striking Force) enters at "KB" on the NW edge, and on Turn 7 Main Body enters at "MB."  The Japanese get only one dummy.  Group Y or Z can evacuate Damaged carriers.
  American:  Task Force 16 has Enterprise and Hornet and it starts the game anywhere already on the NE edge.  Task Force 17 has Yorktown and enters the game anywhere on the E edge.  TFs 18 & 19 are the 2 U.S. dummies, unless used to evacuate Damaged carriers.  The B-17 and Marine air groups are only based on Midway.
  Note:  The American Player is not required to use all or any of the carriers (and their air groups) or the B-17s, unless he wants to do so, and (a maximum of) 1 of the absent carriers’ air groups can be based on Midway.  And he may sail his task groups off the map from any mapboard edge hex east of hex row G at any time.  (If he does, they may not return later.)  He may also withdraw his B-17s off the mapboard from Midway’s airbase for no loss in Victory Points - as long as they leave directly from Midway - but they may not return either.  Japanese units may similarly exit the W or NW mapboard edges. .
  Note:  Within each subphase, the Japanese player must always decide what to do first.
Ship movement - see also Note under Air ... reconnaissance, regarding beginning players:.
  S (for Slow) units or units with Damaged carriers may move only in the indicated turns.  The American task forces, Kido Butai, and Main Body may move every turn, unless they are moving with a Damaged carrier.  Damaged carriers may be detached into Group Y and Z or TF 18 and TF 19, which have no anti-aircraft factor or  surface naval combat value.  If there are insufficient Japanese task force markers for Damaged Japanese carriers, the Japanese player must decide whether to reduce Kido Butai's or Main Body's speed to Slow or to scuttle the Damaged carrier.
  Task force markers are moved upside down - concealed - on the board, until they are discovered by air, sub, or surface contact. Contacted/exposed dummies are taken off the mapboard.  Dummies may also be taken off the board and re-entered anywhere into the game by the owning player during the ship movement phase.  
  Note:  Carriers which will launch or land aircraft in any of their air operations phases, may not move SW on the board.    
Naval surface battle occurs the instant opposing ships are in the same hex.
  There is only one battle round.  The fleeing side may (leaving any Damaged carrier or transports behind) move 1 hex toward its own E or W side.
U.S. TF 16 or 17 vs.:	Kido Butai		Main Body		Transports					Sub Contacts		Sub Attacks
Die Roll														Day or Night		-1 if daytime and
A     B																	  carriers present
6      1		U.S. TF Sunk		U.S. TF Sunk		U.S. TF Sunk					Contact		Sunk		
5      2		U.S. TF Runs/1USC	U.S. TF Sunk		U.S. TF Runs/1C				-			DS
4      3		U.S. TF Runs		U.S. TF Sunk		U.S. TF Runs					-			-

3      4		U.S. TF Runs		U.S. TF Runs/1USC	Transports & Cruiser Escorts Run/1T	-			-
2      5		KB Runs		U.S. TF Runs		Transports & Cruiser Escorts Run/2Ts	-			-
1      6		KB Runs/1IJNC	U.S. TF Runs		Transports & Cruiser Escorts Run/3Ts	-			-

Damaged carrier evacuation task forces/groups are automatically destroyed by TF 16&17, KB, MB, and Transports.  If a TF is Sunk, any carriers with it are Sunk also. Running task forces automatically abandon Damaged carriers to be - which are - sunk.  1C, 1T = 1 Carrier, 1 Transport Sunk - Damaged sunk before UnDamaged.  The die roll is shifted 1 to the Japanese advantage in a night-time surface battle.

Sub contacts and attacks:
  American subs are already on site in their patrol area shown.  They make a daytime contact on a roll of 6 and a night-time contact on a roll of 5 or 6.  At night, a contacting/attacking sub can sink 1 transport or Damaged carrier with a 5 or 2 transports or a Damaged or UnDamaged carrier in a Slow(ed) task force with a 6.  In daytime, it can sink a transport or DS a carrier with a 6. U.S. subs must make an additional 50% die roll, to see if the torpedo was defective and there is no effect.
  Japanese subs - I-boats - do not appear until an American carrier has been damaged. A Damaged, reduced/S-speed American carrier may be sub-attacked every turn it is still on the board, with the same probability as for an American sub.  For both American and Japanese subs, contacts with Damaged carriers are automatic and in any hex on the mapboard - but only 1 attack per hex.
Air and sub contacts and air reconnaissance:  PBYs – Dumbos – automatically search a maximum of 6 hexes from Midway - no air reconnaissance at night.  Midway, being in a fixed position, is automatically "contacted" for Japanese air attack.  Using a carrier air group – not Hornet’s Torpedo Squadron 8, though - either side may make 1 search out to a range of 3 hexes from a carrier task force using the recon table. After the decision to do so or not do so has been made, the Japanese player gets an automatic search from the cruisers Chikuma and Tone in Kido Butai, with a successful 50% die roll.  The B-17s unit may be used to make an additional search, but they must be committed before the Dumbos’ search is resolved.
  An at-sea search is made by making a 180-degree arc (using the searchplane limit markers) with any enemy task force markers within it search-rolled or by making 2 up-to-3-range spot searches on hexagons, from a group of ships, to try to avoid revealing the apex/source of an arc.
 Note:   At the start of each daylight turn, there is a 50% chance previous contact with an UnDamaged unit task force is lost (unless a Japanese task force is being "shadowed" by the B-17s) and a 33% chance contact with a S/Damaged unit task force is lost.  (At the start of night turns, contact is automatically lost, unless there is a submarine contact-attack.)  
  A player should put his other hand in front of the die when rolling it for detection/contact, to conceal its number.  If a contact number is rolled, he can then remove his other hand to show it and get the contact ... if he *wishes* to do so.  Thus, a player can send out searches even from a dummy and simply say ... or choose ... "No contact.", without revealing a die roll which might otherwise be a contact.  He also could choose to say "No contact." if the search was from an actual - not dummy - task force, and he did roll the necessary contact number - to mislead his opponent into thinking that he probably does have a dummy task force there.
   ("Maskirovka"/deception was used by Nimitz himself, when he approved his intel people falsely report a water problem on "AF."  As long as this is a legitimate part of the game/rules, it is not unethical.).
  Of course, if contact is made and revealing required, the opposing/contacted player *must* flip over his task force marker to reveal whether or not it is real.
  After the first contact phase, the B-17 group may automatically stay with - shadow - a Japanese task force, but after the first phase of contact it is thereafter subject to 3X interception with a Japanese die roll of 1, in each air operations/attack phase.
  Note:  If playing a much younger, beginning opponent, let them be the Americans and play with your Japanese units face up, while theirs are face down and you must make contact with searches before launching any air strikes against American carriers.
PBY (automatic) and B-17 Reconnaissance:
Distance in hexes:	0	1	2	3	4	5	6
Discovery chance:	100%	83%(1-5)	66%(1-4)	50%(1-3)	33%(1-2)	33%(1-2)	16%(1)
Radar:  Midway has radar which detects incoming Japanese air attacks during each air attack phase, and may launch up to 3 readied air units before the attack.



Air operations/attacks – air units returning from attacks at greater than 1 hex range are landed at the start of the turn and may not take off until next turn:
  Air units may attack at a range of 1 more than the range (in hexes) listed on them - but if both attacking and returning to their base at a +1 range, there is a 67% risk of elimination and if just doing 1 there is instead a 33% chance of elimination.
   B-17s may stay aloft a total of 4 turns - hence the extra, 4 Turns marker to be put on the Turn Record Track the turn they are due back - but a B-17 squadron may only bomb/attack once per flight/mission like any other air group (hence the Bombs Away side).  Air units attacking enemy targets in the same hex or only 1 hex away during Early Air Ops may return to base in the Late Air Ops phase.  Otherwise, air units go out in one turn and come back in the next (or a later one, anyway, in the case of the B-17s).  Air units may not take off during a night-time turn or in/behind the Weather Front.
   Attacking air groups may be re-directed to an adjacent hex or to a shorter range hex which could have been within its flight path, if contact is made - ships are found - there.
Air Bases:
  Midway has an unlimited capacity of aircraft on the ground, but only 3 groups of any kind can launch and/or land in the same air operations phase.  Any air groups on Midway and any further use of the airfield itself is instantly destroyed by an UnDisrupted Kido Butai, Main Body, or Transports surface unit being in its hex after the Early Air Operations phase of the turn they enter it.  An American carrier air group may fly directly from its carrier to Midway or to another carrier at double its printed range - with the +1 risk, if needed.  An American carrier air group may fly to Midway instead of to its carrier after an attack, if Midway is within its return range. .
  83% chance of radar warning of incoming attack on Midway enabling fast takeoff of Midway air groups (avoiding their destruction on the ground) then able to make Early Attacks as well.  Midway can land and launch up to 3 air groups total per air ops phase. .
  Each carrier's maximum capacity is 1 air group each, although it can land and operate a different carrier's air group, so air groups can be transferred.
  Aircraft may return to base in a night-time turn, but if that is a carrier instead of Midway it automatically risks/suffers a sub attack, no matter where it is.
Combat results:.
Each attacking Japanese air group can destroy 1 American air group - of the Japanese player's choice - sitting on the Midway airfield.
D = Attacked carrier Damaged (or 1 transport Sunk).  Damaged carriers lose any aircraft on them and may not operate aircraft thereafter.  A Damaged carrier's
  speed becomes S.  If the attack was instead to Disrupt a task force, a D marker is placed upon it upside down.  Another D on the task force in the same turn Disrupts
  it.  The D marker is then turned right side up, and the task force is faced toward the opponent and unable to move in the following turn.  It recovers after that, unless
  re-Disrupted.
DS = Already Damaged sunk is Sunk.  DS also = 2 transports Sunk.  If the attack is to Disrupt a task force, it is indeed immediately Disrupted. .
Sunk = … Sunk.  Also 4 transports sunk or Main Body DS-damaged.
  An air attack die roll is shifted 1 better against Slow or Damaged ships.  If a hit is scored on a carrier (still) having an air group on it, the result is worsened from D (or DS) to Sk, destroying the air group too, of course.
  A B-17 can bomb from low altitude and gets a(nother?) favorable shift on the die of 1, but it then can be shot down on a 1 or brought down by the 3X on a 2.

Antiaircraft fire - the antiaircraft defender rolls the die after the air unit's attack result is determined:
  Single Xs represent antiaircraft guns on task forces with warships and are always in effect.
  An X is added for every carrier not already Damaged in a previous attack phase in the attacked group of ships.  Thus, attacking Akagi in Kido Butai with Hornet's ("TBD Devastator," in this game) air group, an attacking die roll of 5 or 6 would score a DS, Damaging Akagi (or sinking it, if it were already Damaged), while an antiaircraft die roll from 1 to 5 by the Japanese player would shoot it down.  Midway has an antiaircraft factor of 2X in the first turn it is attacked - just (1)X after that.
  If B-17s attack in their first air attack contact phase, there is no antiaircraft fire/interception at all.  Only if they hang around during subsequent phases does the (should be) 3X antiaircraft/interception possibility go into effect.

Invasion of Midway and attacks:  Midway has 9 factors of tough, determined, dug-in U.S. Marines.  The Japanese will have the number factor equal to the surviving Imperial Marine( transport)s.  The Japanese land in the daylight, one turn after entering Midway's hex.  The Japanese determine how many of their Imperial Marine factors they want to risk in each turn's battle before rolling the die.  The Japanese battleships of the Main Body may cover half the losses of the Imperial Marines - fractions rounded down.  If all Japanese Imperial Marine factors are lost or time runs out in the game before our Marines are wiped out, the landing has failed.
Die roll:
6    1    1/2 exchange
5    2    Equal exchange
4    3	   Same
3    4    Same
2    5    2X - double - exchange.
1    6    Same.
Victory Determination - The side with the most points wins.  If a side has at least 6 points and twice the opponent's points, it wins a strategic victory worth 2 normal games/victories/wins.
10 points for Japanese Main Body sunk
8 points to the side that holds Midway at the end of the game - 3 points to the Americans if both sides are still on the island at the end of the game.
5 points for Akagi or Kido Butai escort or each American carrier sunk.
4 points each for Kaga, Hiryu, or Soryu sunk or for TF 16 or 17 each sunk in naval surface combat.
2 points for Zuiho sunk or each other carrier just Damaged.  Also for the B-17 squadron being destroyed.
1 point for each carrier air group destroyed or for each 3 Japanese transports sunk.
Each 3-Hour Turn's Sequence:
Eligible ship/task force arrivals/movements - Japanese move first - and any surface naval battles.  Midway air – Dumbo and/or B-17 - searches.  If a task force/group was immobile last turn from Disruption suffered the turn before that, it is Un-Disrupted.
U.S. submarine searches/detection and attacks within screen on mapboard.  Automatic submarine attacks on Damaged carriers - maximum one attack per hex, anywhere on mapboard.
Early air operations - launching/attacking and/or landing - Air units returning from attacks at greater than 1-hex range are landed and may not take off until next game-turn.  83% chance of radar warning of incoming attack on Midway enabling fast takeoff of Midway air groups (avoiding their destruction on the ground) then able to make Early Attacks as well.  Midway can land and launch up to 3 air groups total per air ops phase.
U.S. task force with UnDamaged carrier and Japanese Main Body and Kido Butai task force reconnaissance/searching.
Later air operations – same as earlier - with radar defensive advantage for Midway again.
Japanese amphibious landing on Midway or (in the turn(s) following that) 1 round of land combat. Contact lost? 50% chance of loss of UnDamaged current task force contact – 33% of task force containing Slow/Damaged ships - before movement in daytime, unless being shadowed by B-17s – Contact atomatically lost at night.
Players:  Fred Ford, Tor Mæhlum
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